A single equivalent moving dipole model: an efficient approach for localizing sites of origin of ventricular electrical activation.
We propose a new method for guiding catheter ablation procedures to abolish sites of origin of arrhythmias. This method models both cardiac electrical activity and current pulses delivered from the tip of the ablation catheter with a single equivalent moving dipole (SEMD). The SEMD parameters are obtained from analysis of body surface potentials. In this paper we examine the feasibility of this method by evaluating the performance of an inverse algorithm we developed to localize the SEMD from the surface potentials. In computer simulations realistic levels of measurement noise led to uncertainties in SEMD location approximately 0.005 cm. Dipole orientation randomization contributed to increased uncertainty (0.04 cm) in SEMD location only when boundary effects were included. In ventricular pacing swine studies, we found that the SEMD model accurately accounted for electrocardiographic wave forms and that measurement noise led to an uncertainty of approximately 0.04 cm in the SEMD at 15 ms after the pacing spike. We have also found that the algorithm we developed to identify the SEMD parameters yielded positions for two spatially separated pacing sites that maintained their direction and were very close to their physical separation. These results suggest that the SEMD method may potentially be used to guide radio-frequency ablation procedures.